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Tax is the most important form of government revenues, is also an important
means in the national redistribution of economic resources and regulating social
justice. Tax collection and administration is always the key point of the tax work, the
legal system of tax collection and administration is very important to give full play to
the function of tax, improve the efficiency of tax collection and administration, and to
maximize tax revenue.
After the founding of new China, especially since the reform and opening up, our
country's law system of tax collection and administration has experienced the loss of
system design, single system design, system design to shape, to system design
optimization gradually stage, promote the ascension of tax collection and management
level, and ensure the realization of the function of tax. However, with the rapid
development of social economy and constant change of tax environment, tax
collection and administration is facing the new situation and challenge, how to solve
the current difficulties and problems that exist in the current legal system of tax
collection and administration, to realize the equilibrium of system, and to promote the
efficiency and quality of tax collection, has been imminent.
This paper from the analysis of four times change of legal system of tax
collection and administration after the founding of new China, the attempt on the
theory of new institutional economics, based on a large amount of data and examples
in the actual tax work, trying to find out the defects in the design of the legal system
of tax collection and administration and its deficiency in system operation process,
and to propose a way to improve the system. This paper argues that the changes of the
legal system of tax collection and administration in our country at present is mainly
around the modify of the tax administration law, is a kind of state-led mandatory
change, in the optimization of the tax collection and administration system design ,
should pay attention to the informal institution and enforcement mechanism. On the















administration law system and enrich its content, in order to realize the optimization
of system itself; and should speed up the construction of credit system at the same
time, promote the construction of the tax law， pay attention to the influence of
informal institution, and to reform the existing tax collection and administration
measures, establish efficient implementation mechanism, thus effectively improve the
efficiency of collection and management, reduce the tax costs, realize the
maximization of tax revenue.
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